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Process Paper

We heard about Black Wall Street in history class last year during Black History Month

and wanted to research the topic further. We chose our topic because we believed it fit the theme

well. The story of how Black Tulsans created their own successful economy in a

white-dominated society stood out to us as a frontier in history. Greenwood residents thrived

despite facing racism and strict segregation laws in the early 1900s. Collectively, they managed

to build one of the wealthiest African-American communities in the United States. The district

thrived with over 70 businesses owned by Black entrepreneurs, many of whom were ancestors of

slaves. Some buildings on the avenue were grocery stores while others were restaurants, hotels,

barbers, newspapers, libraries, lawyers, dentists, or doctors’ offices. Turned away by other

white-owned businesses in Tulsa, these pioneers had to start from scratch and develop their own

economy. As the community rebuilt Black Wall Street after the Tulsa Race Massacre, we

recognized Greenwood’s ability to overcome white supremacy and hatred, and saw it as an

inspiration to future generations.

To conduct our research, we began by referring back to a New York Times interactive

article that our history teacher had previously shared with us. It was the source that inspired us to

choose Black Wall Street as our topic. Furthermore, we explored The Library of Congress’s

collection of primary sources. After compiling our sources, we grouped our notes into common

themes in order to create sub-claims and formulate a thesis statement. Once we drafted an

outline, we transformed our ideas into a written script and made edits based on our teacher’s

feedback. Lastly, we recorded a voiceover and added in our images, video footage, and text using

iMovie.
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Our historical argument was that although segregation laws prevented the Black

community from participating in the white-dominated economy, Black Wall Street challenged

social norms as the Black entrepreneurs pioneered economic independence and the community

came together to overcome white jealousy.

Our topic is significant in history because the Black Tulsans in Greenwood served as an

example that Black Americans could overcome racially motivated hatred and violence.

Additionally, the success of the community’s economy encouraged future Black entrepreneurs.

The Black Wall Street Festival, held in the Greenwood district today, raises awareness and

carries on the legacy of Black Wall Street’s citizens by remembering the Tulsa Massacre. This

festival shares the stories of Black Tulsans to inspire hope.
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